
G-PAD PRESS KIT



HANFUNDA is video game software and hardware start-up founded in 2014 by Aldrich J. Quai Hoi and is 
based in Melbourne, Australia.

We are pushing the future to embrace mobile cell phone handsets as a serious contender 
to the art of video game design and development. We believe that the current and future generation
of all in one cell phone technology are very powerful entertainment , communication devices 
and content consumption devices and are melding the old school with the new with our video
games designs and hardware. 

HANFUNDA saw that the touch screen mobile cell phone lacked a true portable and compact
solution to allow tactile feedback in the video games entertainment software, this limits the
type of games that can be consumed and enjoyed on these great devices. After sampling 
what was offered by industry hardware manufacturers it became apparent that innovation,
change and a push in a new direction had to happen 

The design had to be holistic by nature unlike what already exists in current gaming 
hardware for new generation mobile phone handsets.

WHO WE ARE 

WHY WE ARE 



THE PRODUCT
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HANFUNDA G-PAD or Game Pad is a wireless 
game control pad which is also a slide in 
protective case for touch screen mobile 
devices, which provides the user with physical 
buttons to interact with video games on the 
mobile device.

The design and layout of the G-Pad provides 
the game player with six buttons and a 
combination of eight way digital directional 
control pad as well as a disc based analog 
stick.

The G-Pad allows the game player to play 
games designed in portrait and landscape and
does not have any moving parts to switch to 
this configuration.

The G-Pad is very compact and is not much 
larger in dimension in either height, length, 
width or weight to the existing mobile hand set
as compared to existing control pad accessories 
that add significant bulk and mass to a mobile 
hand set.

The G-Pad allows access to all buttons on the 
mobile hand set, it is designed to complement 
the design of the existing mobile hand set in 
both aesthetics and function. The G- Pad allows 
button configuration with a on board bios that 
stores this configuration in memory, making it 
compatible with all games that utilize a gaming
control pad accessory. 
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STANDARD LANDSCAPE | DISC PAD 1 + FACE BUTTONS

STANDARD PORTRAIT| DISC PAD 2 + FACE BUTTONS
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The G-Pad can be used in Landscape or Portrait 
games without any moving parts, you simple 
rotate your hand set as you would and the 
G-Pad will recognize that you are playing a 
landscape or portrait game and configure the 
buttons accordingly
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USING AS CONTROLLER ON iPAD
BLUE TOOTH CASE PAIRED TO iPAD

The G-pad combined with a mobile phone becomes an awesome gaming console which can be played on a LCD TV through wireless play if 
the game design supports it. 

The G-Pad is a standalone wireless control pad built into a phone case, so you can pair it to any wireless device such as a computer or tablet 
and use the G-Pad + Phone as a control pad, it gives you a great solid feel and form factor as a dedicated control pad and you have it on you 
most of the time because its usually in your pocket. 
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USING AS CONTROLLER ON A MAC
BLUE TOOTH CASE PAIRED TO PHONE / iPAD
WITH AIRPLAY OUT THROUGH APPLE TV



WHAT MAKES THE G-PAD DIFFERENT ?
The G-Pad did not exist out of desire to make 
sales, or even to be a commercial product, it 
exists because the available products did not 
meet the requirements of true game play.

The products that existed were either too 
bulky, too complex and took away from making 
you phone operate as a phone as well as a 
entertainment device.

The brief was ‘ how do I make this work, 
without moving parts, that allows both 
landscape and portrait game play, that doesn’t 
add too much weight and bulk and something 
that does not take away from the industrial 
design of the existing phone, but rather add to 
it and compliment it ‘  

It took two years to think of the design and 
develop the solution and we finally had the 
G-Pad.

Commercial sales has always been secondary 
to developing and creating the G-pad, we have 
no doubt that people will want one and will love 
it, but we have to make it affordable for every
game player as that is another issue that the 
current game pad accessories give to the game 
players - they are very expensive - so now 
we have the great product that we can build 
and share with gamers in a easy to use and 
affordable package.



ALDRICH QUAI HOI
FOUNDER  

No one special really. Just a guy who decided 
to do something about something that 
annoyed him, who decided to create a cool 
product with a holistic strategy and creativity. 

“ I just wanted to make a game pad that 
allows me to play the games, I like to play, 
how I would like to play them on my phone, 
so I decided to make my own because 
the existing gaming pads didn’t meet my 
requirements as a gamer , now I can share 
what I have made with the people who like 
to play games on their phones too, pretty 
simple concept  “ 

FALIANG LI
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Set an impossible mission to squeeze 
electronics and components to create a fully 
functional control pad AND also make it a 
phone case into a very restrictive design, 
Li has been instrumental in the design 
engineering process and has delivered the 
impossible by realizing the G-Pad design from 
brief to the actual product. 

KURT KEENER
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

The electronics guru behind the hardware & 
software design,Kurt took the concept and 
design and made the G-pad function. The 
design brief called for the smallest and most 
efficient electronics design we could make 
due to the restrictions place on the physical 
design, needless to say, Kurt delivered the 
hardware and software, to spec and has 
been indispensable to the G-pad product 
development. 

MEET THE TEAM



PRESS ASSETS
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A Button is now functioning as Y button

You can configure the other buttons in the same fashion.

If you are done configuring you can save the
configuration in a game setting by using the 
Save Game Setting button below. 
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The user can con�gure the button assignment after they have set the orientation.
To con�gure the button the user simply presses a button on the g-pad, in the example below 
the user has pressed the A button to con�gure. When a button is pressed, a pop up box will appear
so the user can reassign another button to  the �rst button selected, so in this case the user is 
changing the A button to have the functionality of the Y button.

Why is this important ?

We have to remember that Game developers utilising the Apple Game Controller API will 
assign arbitrary settings to  “ X ” button, so a game control pad which just places buttons without 
having the ability to con�gure them will run into issues where buttons in a game are assigned 
to non ideal layouts which makes it di�cult or un enjoyable to play a game as the Apple Controller API 
is non discriminative of which buttons are assigned actions in a game to a generic game control pad
design.

By allowing the ability to “: change the buttons “  we empower the game to play any games 
built with the Apple Game Controller Api full control on button assignment regardless of how
the buttons have been programmed by the game developer.

To further assist the game developers to implement the G-Pad we can provide them with a API of our 
own so they can build this con�guration ability directly into their games within their own UI style
for greater adoptation of the G-Pad, we can bundle the GPad API and G-Pad hardware as a developer 
kit and distribute this to developers for a low fee or provide it for free.
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FIND US

twitter.com/Hanafundahanafunda.com facebook.com/Hanafunda

info@hanafunda.com


